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STELLINGEN

behorende bij het proefschrift

Macrophage diversity in the pathogenesis of vasculitides
Implications for diagnosis and treatment

1. Macrophages are incredibly plastic cells. Different macrophage phenotypes play 
distinct roles pertaining to the pathogenesis of vasculitides (this thesis).

2. GM-CSF differentiated CD206+ macrophages are the main source of YKL-40 and 
MMP-9 responsible for promoting neoangiogenesis and vessel-wall destruction 
in the pathogenesis of GCA (this thesis).

3. Infiltration of M-CSF differentiated FRβ+ macrophages in the neointima is 
associated with vessel-wall occlusion in GCA (this thesis).

4. The extent of CD8+ T cell infiltration is correlated with elevated GM-CSF 
expression in GCA affected vessel-walls. Therefore, CD8+ T cells should not be 
considered as minor contributors to the vasculopathy of GCA (this thesis). 

5. Targeting macrophage-related biological pathways such as the GM-CSF and 
YKL-40 signaling axes may be an effective treatment in GCA and replace long-
term glucocorticoid treatment regimens (this thesis). 

6. Macrophage-related surface markers, such as CD163 and CD206, can be shed 
into the circulation and may be useful as biomarkers for the detection of renal 
active ANCA-associated vasculitis (this thesis).

7. Macrophage-targeted radiotracers may be useful in visualizing specific 
macrophage populations, aiding the diagnosis and treatment monitoring of 
vasculitides (this thesis). 

8. Research is like an adventure, both start with curiosity and end with the joy of 
discovery.

9. “All things great are wound up with all things little” - Lucy Maud Montgomery

10. Jazz and a glass of cognac wash all the worries away.

11. “Life is a lot like jazz. It’s best when you improvise” – George Gershwin; and so is 
research.
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